
6 IDEAL BOIIOOL DIHCIPMNK,

KTowth The sood that wo plant in the earth, aro wo rosponsihlo for
Its growth un.l perfootion ? No ; our duty is to nourish it, to watch and

SonmoUhemeaaH to place the pupils in sympathy with their envi^
ronmr,nt.^On,,^n'eat numnsisto n.ako thoni acousto.nod to work, and Iwas .,>.„g to say, plenty of it. But there is an impression anion./us
down by the sea. and I think I have heard it whispered in other partes of
Cana.la. that there are too n.any subjects taught in the schools ; that the
teacher ,8 a task-master, and is laying heavy tasks and grievous to bo
borne on the boys an.l girls. No, that is not a fact. There may be
some lesson-hearers who are hard task-masters, who are underminino. the
constitutions and stultifying tho intellects of the boys and cn,.Is"bya
system of cram and useless meraoruing. But teachers are not doing
their work that way. They are teaching their pupils to think and to
work

;

and such tasks are too inspiring to be burdens. When you enter
a school and see the impress of thought and earnestness on the faces
before you. that is an index of the quality of the work that is being done
there And what a source of inspiration that is. is it not? to make
every face before you bear the impress of honest effort, of mental activity
Is there any effort to maintain a proper discipline there ? No Was
there any eflbrt to secure it at first ? Ah, yes. great efforts, efforts that
only those t^vin friends of ours- defeat and discouragement-could help us
to maintain and persevere in. That is the kind of discipline that goeth not
out except by work and faith. Ifyou have faith that you can do the hardest
thing in the world and then set to work to accomplish it, you will remove
mountains-of Ignorance, disorder, inattention. Now, what is this hardest
work ? It IS teaching the average boy and girl to think-the average boy
and girl. Let us not be deceived into imagining we are doing this if we
are leadmg along the half do.en or so of bright pupils who would think
If left to themselves, or at least who would think in a mediocre way suf-
hcient to satisfy the schoolmaster. Do not the vacant looks of the
majority appeal to us to come over and help them ? How long shall we
resist the appeal ? How many teachers are there yet jostling and sway-
ing m the crowds along the plains at the foot of the mountain ? It is the
firs step that costs, and they have not taken that step to climb to the
tableland above, across which is moving that orderly procession of
thmkers and workers, their thoughts and work keeping pace with their
orderly march and preparing them to scale the greater heights b eyoudNow what, I repeat, can we do, not only for the average boy and girl'
but for those of the lowest capacity,-for the idla tha iVHifV.r.nt th-
shirks ? Some of them, nay, all of them, perhaps, wiU do anything ex-
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